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Definition “rare cancers”

 Classification :

 primary tumor 

localization

 histology

 (gender)

 Incidence <6/100.000 

persons/year

 Any threshold for “rarity” is 

artificial

www.kankerregister.org

www.rarecarenet.eu



Definition “rare cancers”

 Belgium : ~ 660 new diagnosis/year

 Incidence in Europe : 541.000 new diagnosis per 

year = 22%

Gatta G et al., Eur J Cancer 2011;47:2493-2511



= Data from 94 registres

 Incidence increases by 0.5% per year

 More frequent at younger age

 Relative survival at 5 years : 48.5% (vs. 63.4% for 

“common” cancers)
 on average a worse relative survival of about 15%

 Relative survival increased by 2.9% between 1999 and 

2009

Gatta G et al., Lancet Oncol. 2017;18:1022-39



New definition?

 The advent of massively parallel sequencing with 

molecular profiling techniques such as

 whole-genome sequencing (WGS)

 whole-exome sequencing (WES)

 targeted gene sequencing (TGS)

has revolutionized biomarker discovery through 

the concept of Precision Medicine

The more common cancers are now subtyped 

into rare segments



Tumor-agnostic approach

 Type of therapy that uses drugs

 based on the tumors’ genetic and 

molecular features

 without regard to histologic type or 

localisation

Pied de page à compléter

MSI
NTRK
PARP



Difficulties

 Heterogeneous group of diseases, but similar 

problems:

 late diagnosis

 uncertainty of diagnosis

 lack of expertise and reference centers

 lack of therapies

 lack of research opportunities

 difficulties encountered in clinical trials



Difficulties

Arbiser ZK et al., Am J Clin Pathol. 2001 Oct;116(4):473-6.

Lurkin et al., BMC Cancer 2010 Apr 19, 10:150,

500 consecutive cases referred for second opinion
Agreement: 68%
Minor discrepancy: 7%
Major discrepancy: 25%

366 patients
Agreement: 54%
Partial agreement (grade or sub-type discrepancy): 27%
Major discrepancy: 19%

Major discrepancy = those that could lead to significant change in clinical management



Expertise and reference centers

Blay JY, presentation at ESMO 2017

Gutierrez et al., Ann Surg. 2007 Jun;245(6):952-8.

On multivariate analysis, treatment at a HVC was a 
significant independent predictor of improved survival



Networks - referral

NetSARC - France





Euracan Project

Kick-off meeting Lyon 21-22 april 2017



EuroBloodNet Project

Amyloidosis
Atypical lymphoproliferative disorders
Pro-myelocytic leukemia
Acute myeloid leukemia



In summary

 Inform the public

 Raise awareness among general practitioners

 Second opinions

 Pathologic review

 Multidisciplinary approach

 Networks !

 Optimize pathways for those patients !





Early detection of rare tumors



Pathology of rare tumors



Prospective part

 Characterize the molecular 

landscape of rare solid tumors

 Find potential “actionable” 

mutations that could possibly 

render them eligible for 

downstream clinical trials

 Discover new predictive or 

prognostic biomarkers

 Establish a “rare cancer” Biobank

Retrospective part

 Adenoid cystic carcinoma

 Hemangiopericytoma

 Non clear-cell renal cell carcinoma

 Merkel carcinoma

 Ethmoidal carcinoma

 Granulosa cell tumor

 Myoepithelial carcinoma

 Pheochromocytoma / paraganglioma

 Squamous cell carcinoma of the 

bladder

 Neuroendocrine prostate cancer

 Anal canal cancer

 Thymoma / thymic carcinoma

 Small bowel carcinoma



Multidisciplinary boards



Difficulties

 Heterogeneous group of diseases, but similar 

problems:

 late diagnosis

 uncertainty of diagnosis

 lack of expertise and reference centers

 lack of therapies

 lack of research opportunities

 difficulties encountered in clinical trials



Difficulties

 Limited number of patients

 Inability to perform phase 3 studies

 Impossibility / difficulty of publishing clear guidelines

 Impossibility / difficulty of reaching an approval for 

treatments

 Need to use MNP programs

 Lack of interest from pharmaceutical companies



Solutions

 Centers of excellence for rare cancers or rare 

cancer groups

 organizational structure

 critical mass

needed to

 propose appropriate treatment

 conduct clinical trials

 develop alternative approaches

 National and international collaborations



National and international collaborations



National and international collaborations

Task Forces



National and international collaborations



National and international collaborations

 Aims : 

 Optimize pathways

 Optimize research

 Education



Symposium on rare tumors / rare histologies / tumor agnostic therapies



Thank you for your attention


